
 

◆ Pro formulation - higher
 concentration.

◆ Retail formulation.

◆ Reduces unwanted brassiness

◆ Blue: Recommended for level 5 to 7

◆ Violet: Recommended 

◆ Strengthens hair structure.
◆ Repairs surface damage.
◆ Colour retention.

NOURISHING SHAMPOO & CONDITIONERBLUE + ANTI-YELLOW VIOLET
SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER

◆ Strengthens hair structure.

◆ Moisturizes.

◆ Repairs surface damage.

◆ Colour retention.

◆ Revitalizes hair.

◆ Restores manageability.

◆ Maximum shine.

◆ Lightweight mist.

◆ Prepares, protects & beautifies.

◆ 18 Essential benefits.

◆ Highlighted, pre-lightened &   
 colour treated hair.

◆ Optimal hydration and shine.

◆ Lightweight Oil

◆ Offer instant shine and long   
 term conditioning.

◆ Aerosol spray that goes on dry.

◆ Sulfate, salt and paraben free

◆ 100% vegan ingredients.

 

◆ Original: Recommended
 for all hair types.

◆ Blue: Neutralizes unwanted 
 brassiness on levels 6-8.

◆ Violet: Neutralizes unwanted 
 yellow tonalities on levels 9-10.

◆ Original: Recommended
 for all hair types.

◆ Blue: Neutralizes unwanted 
 brassiness on levels 4-8.

◆ Violet: Neutralizes unwanted 
 yellow tonalities on levels 8-10.

 for level 8 to 10

◆ Both formulas can be mixed 
   with to create custom toner.

◆ Maximum shine.

INTENSIVE  REPLENISHING MASKS 18 IN 1 HAIR BEAUTIFIERS

SHINE DROPS DRY SHAMPOO

◆ Positively charged.
◆ Weightless conditioning.
◆ Maximum shine.

◆ Quality of instant absorbtion 
 leaving hair residue-free.

◆ Contains a physically activated 
rice starch with highabsorption 
capacity for sebum and 
anti-static behavior. It is also 
natural and  non-GMO.



With our NEW Blacklight Volume Collection you can have it all! 
Healthy hair, highlighted hair, blonde hair, AND voluminous hair!

PRODUCT FEATURES
Sulfate free, paraben free and 100% vegan ingredients.

BLACKLIGHT VOLUME COLLECTION

VOLUMIZING SHAMPOO
The Blacklight Volumizing Shampoo is a mild 
cleanser formulated with volume-boosting 
ingredients to offer body, volume and 
manageability!

 - Thermal protection - Shine
 - Colour protection  - Anti-static
 - Offers hydration and conditioning 

VOLUMIZING STYLING BALM
The Blacklight Volumizing Styling Balm is a 
lightweight cream that creates voluptuous long 
lasting moisturization and shine.

 - Flexible hold - Colour protection
 - Humidity resistance - Controls frizz and split ends
 - Thermal protection

VOLUMIZING FIBER MOUSSE 

The Blacklight Volumizing Fiber Mousse gives 
instant fullness and long-lasting volume. This 
fibrous mousse is weightless and flexible while 
offering curl retention even while in humid 
conditions.

 - Medium hold - Anti-static
 - Thermal Protection - Repairs and strengthens
 - Colour Protection - For all hair types

VOLUMIZING CONDITIONER

The Blacklight Volumizing Conditioner is 
designed to deliver superior conditioning, 
softness, smoothness, volume and shine for 
all multi-textural hair types.

 - Thermal protection - Shine and smoothness
 - Colour protection  - Anti-static

THICKENING SPRAY
The Blacklight Thickening Spray increases 
fullness, adds instant lift, and creates volume 
with a smooth finish.

 - Shine and smoothness - Anti-static benefits
 - Colour protection  - Heat protection
 - Offers 25% faster blow dry time
 - Conditioning and moisturizing benefits

VOLUMIZING SHINE HAIRSPRAY 

The Blacklight Volumizing Shine Hairspray 
is a dry aerosol spray that offers long lasting 
volume, fullness, and shine.

 - Medium flexible hold  - Colour protection
 - UV protection  - Humidity control
 - Heat protection  - Repairs and strengthens


